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and two hundred and fifty Moroccan Jews
were among the captives. Rabbi Don Yizhak
appointed twelve representatives to gather funds
to ransom the Jewish captives, and he himself
made the largest donation. After the Jews were
ransomed, Rabbi Don Yizhak supported them
entirely from his own wealth for approximately
two years, until they learned the new language &
could earn their own livelihood.

offer of money.
And so, in spite of Rabbi Don Yizhak’s efforts,
the expulsion took place on the ninth of Av, 5252
/July 30, 1492. He did manage however to have
the expulsion delayed by two days, affording the
refugees a bit of extra time to complete the sales
of their assets before leaving Spain.

A New Jewish
Leader Arrives in Spain

Rabbi Don Yizhak was pained by the tragedy,
and felt a keen sense of mission, realizing that
Hashem put him in a position to help his fellow
Jews. After his efforts to avoid the expulsion did
not succeed, he turned his attention to promoting and reinforcing the Messianic belief among
Jews, which would provide a glimmer of hope
and strengthen their resolve in the face of religious persecution. He composed several important works challenging the beliefs of Christianity
and elucidating the Jewish Messianic concept.
Among his books are Maayan HaYeshuah
(Wellsprings of Salvation), Yeshuot Meshicho
(The Salvation of His Anointed One) and
Mashmia Yeshua (Proclaiming Salvation).
After the expulsion, Rabbi Don Yizhak moved
to Monopoli in Northern Africa, and eight years
later he settled in Venice. The government officials eventually invited him to the council of
state, and Rabbi Don Yizhak became one of the
leading statesmen of the Republic. He remained
in the service of the Venetian government until
his passing in the year 5268/1508, at the age
of seventy one. The leading officials of Venice
attended his funeral, and he was laid to rest in
Padua, however the exact location of his grave
is unknown.

When Alfonso V died, and his son John XI
succeeded him to the throne of Portugal, Rabbi
Don Yizhak’s life took an abrupt, drastic change.
King John began a policy aimed at eliminating the nobility, especially the ministers who
had served under his father. Rabbi Don Yizhak
learned that the king had beheaded several of
the highest ranking officials, and that he was
slated to share a similar fate. The rabbi immediately fled to Toledo, Spain, where his family had
once lived. Accompanied by his wife and two
children, Rabbi Don Yizhak arrived in Toledo
nearly penniless, as King John had confiscated
all his wealth.

A Ray of Light in the
Darkest Moment

The Edict. Source: The Nahum Goldman Museum
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Rabbi Don Yizhak quietly obtained a position with a Jewish banking firm, which afforded him the time and peace of mind to pursue
his studies and compose his works. Soon afterward, he entered the service of the Kingdom of
Castile, the rulers of the Iberian Peninsular at
that time.
The Abarbanel family coat of arms

King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella of Spain
recognized Rabbi Don Yizhak’s unmatched
knowledge and skills in finance. The same year
when the notorious Torquemada became head of
The Spanish Expulsion ranks among the
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that glorious era, was unable to prevent the
Rabbi Don Yizhak spent huge sums from his
catastrophe, but most certainly succeeded in
personal fortunes to bribe the Spanish monarchy
shining a ray of light – the light of faith and
into permitting the Jews to remain in Spain.
hope – amid the darkness and despair of the
A Converso being condemned by the Spanish Inquisition &
When the expulsion decree was finally issued in
Inquisition. When the Jewish people were
wearing duns cap as a sign of embarrassment.
1492, ordering all Jews to either convert or leave
desperate for a courageous leader to lift them
the country, Rabbi Don Yizhak worked tirelessly
from the depths of sorrow and crisis, Hashem
to avert the catastrophe. He appealed to the king and queen to recon- ensured that they would have such a leader – a man of stature, leadsider, and even offered an enormous sum of 30,000 ducats to the king’s ership and unbridled devotion to Gd and His people.
treasury. But Ferdinand and Isabella ignored his pleas and declined his
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